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Synchronization

ArchivesSpace        GitHub Harvesters (e.g. ArchiveGrid)



Who harvests our finding aids?

American Institute of Physics

Connecticut Archives Online

National Library of Medicine

OCLC’s ArchiveGrid

Yale



Finding aid export options

Use the staff interface

Use the ArchivesSpace API

OAI-PMH (Open Archives Initiative – Protocol for Metadata Harvesting)

ArchivesSpace Export Service



How we used to
provide access

Export and upload files manually

Files were moved around manually

Single directory of XML files

Each repository kept local backups

(what’s the canonical version
when you have a minimum of 3 versions
floating around?)



How we provide access now

We’re using the ArchivesSpace Export Service

Which provides a configurable publication pipeline

Intended to be a “set it and forget it” service

But wait, there’s more...



How does the service work?

1. ArchivesSpace Plugin Endpoint (backend)

2. Export Service (exporter_app)

“Adds” list:  
newly published or recently updated Resource records

“Removes” list: 
deleted, suppressed, or unpublished Resource records



What happens to files in the “adds” list?

1. Create a “Handle” link optional

2. Download the file 

3. XML cleaning step 

4. XSLT Transformations optional

5. XSD Validation 

6. Schematron Tests optional

7. Generate PDF optional

8. Git Push 



What triggers a Handle to be created



A note on post-export cleanups

EAD3 export add-on (to handle dates): 
https://github.com/YaleArchivesSpace/ead_export_addon/blob/master/backend/model/
ead3_exporter_addon.rb#L55-L61

XSLT changes: https://github.com/YaleArchivesSpace/EAD3-to-PDF-UA/blob/master/xslt-
to-update-the-ASpace-export/yale.aspace_v2_to_yale_ead3.xsl

• Add CC0 data license (now that we’re using EAD 3 1.1)

• Collapse containers (e.g. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5   1-5)

• Reunite notes that were split due to character limits in ArchivesSpace

• …plus lots more little changes to ensure valid EAD files.











So, every night…

Published resource records that have been recently updated are exported as 
EAD and added to our GitHub repository

Each EAD file is converted into a PDF/UA file

Deleted, unpublished, or suppressed records are removed

If a Handle is required, one is created and written back to ArchivesSpace

Errors are recorded for invalid files but those files are not updated



Try it out

https://github.com/hudmol/archivesspace_export_service

https://github.com/YaleArchivesSpace/Archives-at-Yale-EAD3
Yale’s EAD3 files:

ArchivesSpace Export Service:


